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"Allegedly transphobic tweets" thread.
People have been tweeting about my "transphobic tweets"
but none have been linking to them. Presumably because
those who searched my actual timeline thought 'meh'.
Here are all the tweets that are mentioned in the
judgement.
First off, a thread about the government's consultation on the Gender Recognition Act.
Maya Forstater
@MForstater

UK gov consultation on reforming the #GenderRecognitionAct proposes to dramatically change scope of the law; from requiring
medical diagnosis of gender dysphoria for change of sex on birth
certificate, to using the basis of 'self identification'
gov.uk/government/con…
Reform of the Gender Recognition Act 2004
We are seeking your views on how best to reform
the Gender Recognition Act 2004.
gov.uk

55 10:08 PM - Sep 2, 2018
See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

Then there was this question, which sparked off quite a big discussion with
#developmenttwitter on sex and gender. (about 150 tweets in several threaded conversations)

Maya Forstater
@MForstater

I've got a Q for my male twitter friends who have pledged not to
appear on all male panels - if u were invited on a panel w Pip
Bunce - one of FT's top 100 female champions of women in biz
& another guy would u say yes or call the organisers & say sorry
i don't do #manels?

53 7:55 AM - Sep 25, 2018
17 people are talking about this

The judgment quotes five part tweets (and in some cases part sentences) from that discussion

(1) “Bunce does not ‘masquerade as female’ he is a man who likes to express himself part of
the week by wearing a dress”.
Here is the full tweet. It is an answer to a question and links to Bunce in Bunce's own words
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @_alice_evans and 2 others

Bunce does not 'masquerade as female' he is a man who likes to
express himself part of the week by wearing a dress. I have no
problem with men wearing dresses, but we don't need to confuse
acting in a stereotypically feminine manner with being a woman!
fnlondon.com/articles/mistr…

45 2:37 PM - Sep 25, 2018

See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

(2) "Yes. & weird he felt entitled to accept the award, instead of saying "sorry there has been a
mistake I am a man who challenges gender norms""
Here is the full tweet
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @Claudie_L and 3 others

Yes. & weird he felt entitled to accept the award, instead of
saying "sorry there has been a mistake I am a man who
challenges gender norms" & that CreditSuisse didn't either. Its
like they were putting the entitlement of powerful men ahead of
treating women fairly. whodathunk?
22 12:32 PM - Sep 27, 2018
See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

(3) "“He is a part-time cross dresser who mainly goes by the name of Phillip”.
Here is the full tweet
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @NaidooSharmala

You think? He is a part-time cross dresser who mainly goes by
the name of Phillip. I think the FT were wrong to to put him on a
list of top female executives and wrong for him to accept the
award.
66 6:41 AM - Sep 26, 2018
See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

(4) "Yes I think that male people are not women. I don't think being a woman/female is a
matter of identity or womanly feelings. It is biology."
Here is the full tweet:
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @SarahEOV and 2 others

Yes I think that male people are not women. I dont think being a
woman/female is a matter of identity or womanly feelings. It is
biology. People of either sex should not be constrained (or
discriminated against) if they dont conform to traditional gender
expectations
60 2:05 PM - Sep 25, 2018
15 people are talking about this

(5) "“Bunce is a white man who likes to dress in women’s clothes”
Here is the full tweet:

Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @MForstater and 5 others

And in my example Bunce is a white man who likes to dress in
women's clothes. And ppl have said that he makes the panel
inclusive enough...so no need for another man who has pledged
to use his position to help woman to do so!
14 4:37 PM - Sep 25, 2018
See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

The judgement states, the bundle included tweets from Clair Quentin "who alleged the
Claimant had retweeted transphobic material."
This is from a thread in which Clair tweeted screengrabs of my tweets calling me an "antitrans trans hate cultist" and a "far right bigot"

And urged our mutual professional contacts to block me and

Clair said....

The judgement said "A newspaper cartoon of a person flashing two women at “Hampstead
Heath Ladies Pond” with the caption “It’s alright – it’s a woman’s penis”.
Here is my tweet. with my words. It is part of a discussion with #legaltwitter about the
application of the Equality Act single sex exemptions in relation to Hampstead ponds. The
cartoon is from Private Eye
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @MForstater and 2 others

Some people believe that a person with a penis can be a
woman, some (a majority) don't. Neither group should be
discriminated against in everyday life. But in situations involving
taking your clothes off with strangers, integration of the two
groups is not possible.

131 6:48 AM - May 25, 2019
39 people are talking about this

The judgement says I said this

Here is the tweet.
As you can see the second bit quoted is not my words.
Personally I will use preferred pronouns, but I don't think that means there is nothing to talk
about here. The article is well worth reading.

Maya Forstater
@MForstater

Pronouns are rohypnol: important article by @HairyLeggdHarpy
@UGMediaLtd uncommongroundmedia.com/banned-from-me…
Sure, sometimes preferred pronouns are polite, and we can be
polite when we chose. Bu every women has learnt from
experience that politeness is exploitable & can put us in danger.

105 1:35 PM - Jun 3, 2019
30 people are talking about this

The judgement said i said this, again the second bit is not my words.
Here is the tweet
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @MForstater

Interestingly (for all my radfem followers who have read this far in
a thread that is for the tax and transparency people :) it does
raise (but not answer) the question of privacy for trans people
changing their names. Which as we know would be a loophole
that would be exploited

4 3:35 PM - Jun 3, 2019
See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

As the judgment says I referred to Gregor Murray as "he" in a tweet in a discussion about
Scouting (we are both Scout Leaders)
Maya Forstater
@MForstater
Replying to @campervanwoman @Rockhopper_Scot

@AbsMcFabs - its shocking that he calls strengthening the
guidance to bring it into line with safeguarding practice and the
Equality Act, "watering down" the guidance.
29 11:31 AM - Jun 3, 2019
See Maya Forstater's other Tweets

This was accidental (I forgot). They then reported me to the Scout Association for bigotry &
lying (complaint not upheld). I was asked to apologise to Murray for mispronouning. I have

said I will, if they apologise for the hurtful & defamatory things they have said about me

j'mnt says: "the Claimant tweeted about her views on tans [sic] women in sport: “Short and to
the point by .. “lt is unfair and unsafe for transwomen to compete in women's sport”
Here is the tweet. It is a link to an article by @DebbieHayton a transwoman
Maya Forstater
@MForstater

Short and to the point by @DebbieHayton. "It is unfair and
unsafe for transwomen to compete in women's sport".
twitter.com/DebbieHayton/s…
@DebbieHayton
Dr Debbie Hayton
By me: "We can campaign for separate facilities to protect our dignity
— and distinct record-keeping that recognises our success — but let’s
leave female sport to female people. We owe it to our
daughters."thetimes.co.uk/article/we-tra…
149 6:15 AM - Sep 3, 2019
29 people are talking about this

One more tweet that is quoted
Maya Forstater
@MForstater

This is madness. The FDA and American Red Cross replaced
the objective criteria of sex with the subjective criteria of self
declared gender identity in screening blood donors for HIV
transmission risk twitter.com/LaraAdamsMille…
Lara Adams-Miller @LaraAdamsMille1
New piece about the American Red Cross’s gender-identity-based
blood donation guidelines:
(Claps and shares are appreciated)medium.com/@LaraAdamsMill…
139 6:07 AM - Sep 4, 2019
64 people are talking about this

And that is it. The extent of my "transphobic tweets" as included in the judgement.
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